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ABSTRACT 
The requirement exists at the Naval Postgraduate School Unmanned Air Vehicle 
Labomtory for an air vehicle capable of carrying a 60 pound payload. To that end, an air 
vehicle from the canceled Army Aquila program was modified to become tbe payload carrier. 
The modifications involved designing and building landing gear and an empennage. The landing 
gear design consisted of detennining the anticipated loads and designing a structure to withstand 
those loads. The construction process was comprised of building the required molds, forming 
necessary components and, where possible, adapting existing items for use in the landing gear. 
The empennage design consisted of determining the unmodified air vehicle stability 
characteristics, determining the desired stability characteristics, determining the load acting on 
the empennage, and sizing the empennage to provide the desired characteristics and withstand 
the loads. The empennage construction process was comprised of cutting tbe required shapes, 
fashioning the required structural membe~, assembling the structure and fiberglassing the 
structure. The modified vehicle awaits an engine and other components required to make it 
opemtional 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. MJSSTON REQUlREl\IENT 
Unrnanm:d ru:rial vehicles (UAVs) have been in service since 1917 when Lawrence 
Sperry's "aerial torpedo" first fl ew for the US Na"y- In the last 78 years, DAVs have 
undergone significant development (Ref. I]. With the advent of Global Positioning Systems 
(GPS), advanced electro-optics, and electronic microminiaturization, UAVs have become 
an integral part of military operations 
The Israeli built Pioneer UAV, seen in Figure 1.1 , is the current US deployed UA V. 
During Desert Storm, the Pioneer was uti lized hy the US Na"),, US Army, and US Marine 
Corps. The Pioneer provided near-real time day or night reconnaissance, surveillance, target 
acquisition (RSTA), battle damage assessment (BDA). and battlefield management within 
line-of-sight oftbe ground control system. It performed these functions without personnel 
being shot down, killed or captured. [Ref. 2J 
The Navy used Pioneer from the battleships USS Wisconsin and USS Missouri 
flying 151 sorties totaling 520 flight hours. The missions included RST A, Naval Gtu1fire 
Support (NGFS), BDA, Maritime Interception Operations (MIO), and battlefield 
management. Examples ofthe Pioneer's effectiveness include the detection of two Iraqi 
patrol boaLS allowing for a strike to be directed on them. In a surveillance role, the Pioneer 
located two Silkwonn antiship missile sites. The Pioneer allowed 320 ships to be identified 
In addition, 64 sorties were flown providing NGFS for 83 missions. [Ref. 2] 
The Pioneer provided a quick-fire link between real-time video and the shooters 
The Pioneer operations validated the use of UAVs in the same airspace with manned 
aircraft and it provided the first successful integration of ship-based VA Vs into combat 
operations. The Pioneer proved the requirement ofUAVs in modem combat. [Ref. 2J 
The Naval Postgraduate School has been developing and testing VAVs since 1987 
The development and testing program provides military officers with the necessary 
background and skills to prepare them to supervise UA V and similar programs. In the 
development process, the need to test various systems in an airborne test bed has arisen time 
and again. The requirement exists for a payload-carrying platform to test various packages 
in a realistic environment. Although there are several vehicles available, a larger payload 
capacity is required 
.8. OBJECTIVE 
The Naval Postgraduate School Unmanned Air Vehicle Flight Research Laboratory 
(UAV FRL) acquired several items from the US Army's canceled Aquila program. With a 
gross takeoff weight of around 300 pounds and a payload capacity of 62 pounds, the Aquila 
airframe made an excellent candidate for a simple payload carrier. A problem arose when 
considering the launch and recovery of the vehicle. The original air vehicle did not have 
landing gear, as it "'as rail launched and recovered in a net. This method eliminated the 
need for a runway. Since no launch or recovery equipment was available, 
conventio nal method of lalll1ch and reeovc!)' was required. This facilitated the need for 
landing gear 
The Aquila w~s essentially a flying wing with a ducted propeller for propulsion 
Because of this planfonn, the center of gravity was limited to one inch of travel . With the 
addition of landing gear and varying payload amounts, this restriction would requ ire a large 
amount of ballast in certain configurations to cnsure stabi lity. Also, the original aircraft 
carried all its own flight control systems onboard, induding a fligh t control computer and 
the requiredg)TOs As a payload carrier, the aircraft would be controlled from the v-ound 
These requirements necessitated the need for horizontal and vertical tail surfaces to increase 
the longitudinal and lateral-directional stabi lity of the vehick 
The project objective was to modify the existing airframe to provide the desired 
stability characteristics, yet maintain the portability of the modular ai rcraft. To perfonn this, 
the author had to tirst define the desired characTeristics for the landing gear and an 
empennage. Then, based on the desi red characteristics, the landing gear and empennage 
were designed and built. The modi tied air vehide is designated the Blackbird, due to its 
original color. The original, unmodified air vehicle is shown in Figure 1.2 
To define the desired characteristics of Blackbird, the characteristics of the Aquila 
had to first be determined The Aquila system was reviewed and llsed as a starting point for 
the design effort 

II. AQUILA PROGR\M 
A. BACKGROUND 
The Aquila program began in 1974 when the US Anny opened bidding for a concept 
evaluation vehicle, Lockheed :Missiles and Space Company (LMSC), of Sunnyvale, 
California, won the contract and began development. In December 1975, the xtvtQM-I05 
Aquila had its first flight. Thc Ann)' awarded LMSC contracts for a targct acquisition, 
designation and n:connaissance (rADAR) full scale devclopment program wllich began on 
31 Augnst 1979. Under these contracts, Lockheed was to deliver 28 Th1QM-105 Aquila air 
vehicles, along ""'ith the required ground control and support equipment 
The Aquila program was transferred from LMSC at Sunnyvale to Lockheed-Austin 
in mid-1983. During testing in January 1986, Aquila successfully demonstrated its capability 
to pcrfonn to its design specifications, and was used to designate tank targets for live 
Copperhead anti-tank rolUlds fired from artillery howitzers. Of the 310 test flights 
completed by January 1986, 306 were completely successful, 15 ended with parachute 
recoveries, and nine erashcd. The second operational test was completcd at Fort Hood, 
Texas, in spring of 1987 During this test 143 flights were conducted including the firing 
of20 Copperheads and more than }50 round~ of other anununition at the vebicles. Handoffs 
LO otber ground control stations were made at up to 28 miles. The US Army planned to 
purchase 376 air vehicles and 88 ground stations but in late 1987, the House Armed Services 
Committee canceled funding tenninating the project. In parallel to Aquila, LMSC was 
developing Altair, an eXJXlrt version with a Jess expensive data link system. This project 
also died with Aquila. 
ill 1992, the .J\nny r<:leased its residual Aquila assets to other DOD units, The Naval 
Postgraduate School UAV Lab ohtained several parts including two fuselages, two wing sets, 
several propeller shrouds, a fuel bladder several propellers and a flight control computer. 
Although there were not enough parts to make a complete Aquila system, there were 
sufficient assets to create an air vehicle with considerable modifications 
B. AQliTLA SYSTEM 
The original Aquila system was designed to perform target acquisition, designation, 
aerial reconnaissance, and artillery adjustment missions. The small unmanned air vehicle 
includi ng its mission payload was controlled from the ground control station and video 
imagery and target location infonnation was returned via an antijam data link 
The system consisted of an air vehicle (A V), a ground control station (GCS), remote 
ground terminal (ROT), launch equipment, recovery equipment, and support equipment 
The Aquila System is sho"'71 in Figure 2.1. [Ref. 3] 
C _ COMMUNICATiONS WIRE 
E - ELECTRIC"L POWER CABLE 
F - FIBER OPTICS CABL~ 
D _ OATA CABLE 
tRl _ RAD IO COII.MUN1CATIONS 
Figure 2. 1 Aquila System From Ref [3] 
The air vehicle consisted of an airframe, automatic flight controls, propulsion 
system, airborne data terminal (ADT), and mission payload subsystem The airframe 
consisted of a fuselage \vith a propeller shroud assembly and two quick-disconnect wings 
constructed of a Kcvlar!epoxy laminatc Some elements \vere reinforced using 
graphitciepoxy laminates. The fuselage housed the fuel systcm , tlight control electronic 
package, attitude reference package, airspeed sensor, ADT system, engine and mission 
payload. The Aquila air vehicle layout is seen in Figure 2.2 [Ref. 3] 
.... TTITUDE 
REF . AS5Y. 
AIRSPEED 
SEt-ISOFl-_--l>',) 
\ ",>0""",,",, COOLl"C SYSTEM '''LET 
\ IoIISSION P,","lOAO 
L. FllCflT CONTROL 
ELECTRONIC PACKAGE 
Figure 2.2 Aquila Air Vehicle From Ref [31 
The ground control station Vias the operation center and was housed in a mohile 
shelter. It included a mission planning facility, control and display consoles, computer and 
processing equipment, and tactical communicaTions equipment. An All American 
Engineering HP-30 hydraulically actuated catapult momued on a 5-1011 truck catapulted the 
air vehicle into the air, see Figure 2.3 . When the mission was complete, the AV was 
automatically guided to a truck-mounted Dornier vertical ribbon net, see Figure 2.4. Support 
e\.luipment included groWld power generators, an assembly and maintenance shelter, ground 
test equipment, trucks, trailers, and other equipment. [Ref. 3] 
Figure 2.4 Aquila Net Recovery From Ref [1] 
III. LANDING GEAR 
A. DESIGN 
The landing gear design process consisted of the following elements: estimating 
design loads, deciding on a general arrangement, and material selection 
1. Design Load Estimat ion 
To cstimate the design loads, several elements had to be determined or set. First. a 
weight and balance estimation was made. The empty fuselage , wing, and engine were 
weighed. This information was compared to the Aquila data from Lockheed. These weights 
agreed, so the l.ockheed data was used for further estimations. Table 3.1 represents the 
B lackbird wcight and balance estimatio n, based on the Aquila reference system 
Wing 17.27 150.45 25983 1.31 22.6 
Fuselage 35.45 140.04 4964.4 -L54 
-SS--l 
Main Gear 12 ISS 1860 -8 -96 
Nose Gear I 5 110 ,,0 -8 -40 
En inc 27,4 161.74 4431.7 0.69 18.91 0.64 ITS 
Flight Controls 119,95 599.75 -2.1 -10.7 1,48 74 
Electrical 144,32 288,64 -1.5 -3 ,02 0 0 
AvionicSl1.-ink 147.79 -1.1 0 -0 ,15 
Ballast 12 96 1152 0 0 
Empennage 185 1480 48 
Pa load 60 122.2 7332 0.09 54 --4.05 -243 
"" 
yo 
Empty Weight 184.12 137.2 01 -1.8 
Fuel 15 137 2055 0 16 24 
"g Y' 
"" Takc-Off Wcjght 199. 12 137.2 0. 1 ·1.6
Fuel Used 15 139. 1 2086.5 1.6 24 
LandinI!: Weicllt 184.1 2 137 0.1 ·1.8 
Table 3.1 BlackbIrd WeIght and Balance Estlmat10n 
shown in Figure 3.1_ Estimates were used for systems not included in the Aquila aircraft 
including the radio receiver, empennage and landing gear The center of gravity (cg) was 
forced to the same position as the Aquila using ballast This was done to keep the JXlsition 
of the cg relative to the wing aerod}Tlamic center the same, allo\\-lng direct comparisons to 
be made between the Aquila and Blackbird dynamic responses. 
With the take-off weight estimated, the landing loads had to be determined_ There 
are two elements integral to determining landing loads: dynamic load and static load_ To 
determine the dynamic load, a landing touchdown rate of five feet per second was used for 
the Blackbird_ This compares to ten feet per second for full scale aircraft such as the P-3B, 
DC-9 and F-4E [Ref 41_ Using half this value assumes the UAV will be able to absorb 
more of the air vehicle kinetic energy transmincd through the landing gear. This assumption 
is based on the fact that the Aquila was designed to withstand load factors of +/- 8 g's along 
the x, y, and z axes during parachute deployment. The kinetic energy of the vehicle was 
equated to the energy absorbed by the landing gear to determine required deflections. These 
calculations are sho\',n in Appendix A A static load factor of two was used in the design 
of the main gear 
2. General Arrangement 
Simplicity in manufacture and operation was the main driving factor in the landing 
gear design. A tricycle, fixed landing gear arrangement was chosen to avoid the 
complications of retractable gear and due to the limited space within the vehicle for housing 
a retracted gear. A cantilever design was selected due to its simplicity in construction and 
incorporation to the existing airframe_ The longitudinal JXlsition of the main gear in relation 
to the center of gravity was selected using the 15-degree tipbaek rule; the vertical position 
was determined to provide a 15-degree rotation angle before the shroud contacted the 
runway_ These approximations were based on the methods of Reference 5 and are shown 
in Figure 3. 1 
It was desired to take advantage of the modular properties of the vehicle to ensure 
ease of transport to and from the flying site. Maintaining the modular quality required 
keeping the main wheels as close to the \V_S_ 21.5 JXlsition as possible To accomplish this 
10 
goal and provide the necessary vertical distance, an invertcd '0' shape was selected. A 
computer spreadsheet program was used to determine the dimensions of the stTUctIlIC, . The 
gear structure was treated as a leaf spring main gear strut using the methods of Reference 
6. The loads were input and the strut geometry was modified until the desired deflections 
were achieved. A simple finitc element analysis \vas then perfonned to verif)' the 
deflections. Appendix B contains these ca1culatiom. After the desib'll was constructed, 
testing revealed insufficient stiffi:Jess in the vertical portions of the struts. To rectifY Ihis 
problem, a support strut was added. The final design is shown in Figures 3,2 and 33 
l' ln-=-,:- ~ -:: l ~- _/ 
I : I ' 
I -1 Lb O~" I 
I! _ ~)." I 
Figure 32 Main Gear Front View Figure 3.3 Main Gear Side View 
II 
A previously purchased set of wheels was utilized for the landing gear, The wheels 
were 4-inch Azusalite Nylon wheels with integral rollcr bcarings that rcquired a SIS-inch 
axle. These wheels have applications including homebuilt and ultralight aircraft, In 
addition, 4.10/3.50-4 size tires were mounted on thc wheels, These tires were used for the 
main landing gear, but a smaller, 2.S012.50- 4 tire was used for the nose gear 
In consideration of the size of the Blackbird, the decision was made to put brakes 
on the main wheels. This feature would provide the ability to fly from shorter runways and 
\vould enhance safety by making the vehicle more controllable on the ground. Tnitially, a 
brake assembly was designed, but the design was discarded in favor of a commercial brake 
assembly that could be adapted to the air vehicle. Mechanical go-cart brakes were used with 
special aluminum rotors. The wheel and brake mOWlt is shown in Figure 3.4. 
The nose gear was designed to provide adequate steering ability while dampening 
out transient loads due to uneven terrain. The structure was designed to be strong enough 
to withstand normal landing loads, but in the event of excessive loads, the nose gear 
assembly would fail before doing irreparable damage to the air vehicle. The reasoning was 
that another nose gear assembly could be constructed more easily than another air vehicle 
A pivoting arm assembly with a spring/shock absorber was used The design is presented 
in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 
12 





figure 3.6 Nose Gear Side View 
Based on the main gear position, the parachute mOlUlting brackets used on the Aquila 
for the backup parachute recovery system were chosen as mowlIing point;;. These brackets 
provided a sturdy mounting surface able to withstand landing loads and transmit them 
through the fuselage structure. The nose mounting position was more difficult to select 
Although there was a structural bulkhead at FS. 106, this position was too far aft for the 
aircraft to meet the 55-degree tip-over criterion given in Reference 4. The lateral tip-over 
criterion is shown in Figure 3.7. To meet the criterion, a box structure was selected, 
supported on either end by bulkheads mounted to the side structure 
3. Material Selection 
The two options for main gear construction material were aluminum and 
fiberglass/epoxy composi te. With the unusual shape oflhe gear, and to take advantage of 
th e high strengt}Ho-weight ratio, a fiberglass/epoxy compoSite structural material was 
selected. Fiberglass/epoxy lay-ups had been used on other flight lab vehicles and, therdore, 
represented a known structural material. 
For the nose gear, weight was not an issue. AJthough it is almost always desirable 
10 keep aircraft component weight dO'~ll, this was not the case for the Blackbird nose gear 
13 
Sincc Ihe weight and balance estimate required approximately 12 pounds of ballast in the 
nose, some of that weight could be provided by the nose gear. Another, more influential 
factor, was the availability of materials. Aluminum tubing of sufficient strength was 
available, but fittings to assemble the gear would have to be manufactured specially. Due 
to time constraints, the tubular construction approach was discarded. Schedule 40, 6061-T6 
aluminum pipe \>,'ith a nominal diameter of Y.-inch was chosen for the nose gear assembly 
fhe pipe provided the strength required along ·with simplicity in construction and the 




Figure 3.7 Lateral Tip-over Criterion 
B. CONSTRUCTION 
1. Main Landing ~ar 
The main landing gear strut assembly was constructed using wet fiberglass/epoxy 
lay-ups. First, a mold was required. This mold was constructed from a series of 4 foot by 
4 foot plywood sheets_ These sheets were glued together to fonn a 4x4 foot block 
approximately 8 inches thick. On this block, the desired landing gear dimensions were laid 
14 
out and then cut out using a band saw, The inside section of the male mold was llllnecessary 
and therefore removed to lighten the mold 
Analysis indicated a thickness of 030 inches of a fiberglass/epoxy lay-up would 
provide sufIicient stiffness to support the vehicle, Thirty layers of9-ounce cloth were used 
in the construction, The male mold was covered by a sheet of Mylar. The first layer of 
fiberglass cloth was laid upon the Mylar and saturated ""ith resin. Then the next sheet was 
laid dOIMl. This process was repeated until all thirty layers had been positioned. Then 
another sheet of Mylar was placed over the lay-up and the female portion of the mold was 
put on top the assembly. The mold and fiberglass lay-up are shown in Figure 3.8 
Figure 3.8 Main Landing Gear Mold and Lay-Up 
Tbe lay-up was allowed to cure for four days. The mold was then taken apart revealing the 
desired part, seen In Figure 3.9 This part was then cut and shaped into the final desired 
piece 
2, Nose Landing Gear 
The nose gear assembly bcg-.m with the construction of mock-ups These mock-ups 
were useful to visuali1:e the function of the gear and to identify and eliminate any probltms 
15 
The pipe was cut into the desired sections using a pipe cutter, These sections were 
then threaded and scre\oved into the pipe fittings. The pivot point was fashioned using a '1' 
fitting machined to accommodate a set ofDelrin bushings. The brackets for mounting the 
axle were machined from aluminum stock and heli-arc welded to the supports, The entire 
assembly was then screwed together. To prevent inadvertent unscrewing of the pans, holes 
were driUed in each connection and set screws were tapped into place. The final nose gear 
assembly is shown in Figure 3.10. 
Steel bolts of5/S-inch diameter were used as the axles for the main wheels while a 
5/S-inch threaded steel rod was used for the nose wheel. Set collars hold the wheels on the 
axles while castle nuts hold the axles in place., The final assembly is sho .... n in Figurc 3.11 
16 





The main purpose of the empennage was to ensure handling qualities desircd for a 
ground-controlled aircraft. The aircraft needed sufficient longitudinal and lateral-dircctional 
stability to allow it to remain in a trim condition if the pilot took his eyes from it for a 
moment. To achieve this. goals had to be set. Handling qualities for radio controlled 
aircraft had not becn set by any agency knovm to the author. To devclop a set of handling 
qualities, the air vehicle was treated as a scale aircraft and the military aircraft handling 
qualities wcre applied with some modification. 
rhe particular handling qualities of concern were the short period, the Dutch-roll 
response and the spiral response, Although information on thc XMQ~-J05 Aquila's 
dynamic characteristics was available, no such data were available for the YMQM-105, the 
modified airframe. Appropriate dynamic characteristics werc estimated as described 
bclow 
It was desired that the aircraft handle like a transport or light general aviation 
aircraft The vehicle \vas to be heavily damped in the short period mode, have a fairly large 
spiral time to double and exhibit a well damped Dutch-roll response, It was assumcd that 
the Aquila \vas a ll3-scale aircraft. This gave the fo!lowing values for the "full size" aircraft 
[Ref. 7] 
Scale factor: 1 Scale factor: 3 
I Wing Span 11.5ft 34.5 ft 
Weight 200lbs 5400lbs 
I POwer shp 28 shp 1309.43 shp 
Table 4,1 Scale factor Compansons 
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The damping ratios were not scaled. The dynamic goals are given in Table 4.2. Once goals 
were established, the empennage design was initiated 
Dynamic Parameter Full Scale Aquila 
Short Period 
Dutch Roll minw. "" I.O min s =O. 19 minwo=I.7 min s~. 19 
Spiral (minimum time 20 sec 11.55 sec 
to double) 
Table 4.2 Dynamic Parameter Compansons 
1. Horizontal T ai! 
a. Sizing 
To detennine the physical characteristics of the horizontal tail , the methods 
of Reference 9 were utilized. First, the longitudinal position of the horizontal tail was 
estimated. The mean aerodynamic center of the horizontal tail was put at FS 208. This 
position provided a maximum moment ann for the tail while keeping the end of the boom 
within the 15-degree rotation angle constraint. The vertical position of the horizontal tail 
was also fixed. To avoid any power/elevator coupling, the horizontal tail was placed such 
that it was outside the propeller slipstream. This positioning would eliminate the need to 
adjust the elevator with pov..-er changes. That aspect is most important during landing where 
large power changes are required. A NACA 0012 airfoil was used on the horizontal tai l in 
concurrence with other aircraft design 
After fix ing these values, the tai l volwne coefficient and aspect ratio were 
varied and examined. A Matlab script file was written to estimate the nondimensional 
longitudinal derivatives based on varying the horizontal tail volwne and aspect ratio. These 
derivatives were used to find the dimensional derivatives and the short period response. 
The output of the code is shown graphically in Figures 4.1 through 4 .3 The code is 
contained in Appendix C. 
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Fig-ure 43 Horilontal rai l Span vs Tail Volume CoctTic ient 
A tail volume cocfficicnt was assumed and Ihe range of aspect ra tios was 
JIlvestlgaled II was dtsird to maintain lhe modular nature of th.,; vehic le . That desire 
lim ited the span of the honzontal ta il to approximately 4 1 inches . A filial spall of 42 inchts 
,."ith an )specl ratio of three was tinally decided upon This resu lt was based on a horizontal 
ta il volume coefficient of 01 
The e levato! was sized by wmparlng several gellnal aviation aircraft elevator 
chorus. The elevator chords were typically 30 to 40 pacent of the hon7.onta l lai l chord. A 
value or JS percent was used for the Blackbird. To verify suffiCient control power, Ih<: 
a ircraft data ",·m entered into th<: Digital Datcom progralTl, provided by A ir force Flight 
Dynamics Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air fo rct Base [Ref 8) The output t"rorn th iS 
code is presented in Appendix D 
Tile horizontal tail was to origi nally have a leading edge sweep comparable 
to that of the wing Lt was later determined a straight, non-tapered hOrizontal ta il would be 
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more desirable since the straight tail would be easier to construct A plan form view of the 
final design is presented in Figure 4.4 
Figure 4.4 Horizontal Tail Planform 
h. Structure 
To size the horizontal tai l structure, a maximum design load had to be 
ddenJlined. A flight condition of 12 degrees angle ofattack at 120 knots was chosen. The 
load was determined using a max..imum elevator deflection 0[20 degrees. The lolalload was 
calculated to be 314 JX>unds. This load was distributed across the span of the horizontal tail 
and the reactions at the intended mounting points were determined. Then the shear and 
moment diagrams were developed by numerically integrating the load diagram. Using the 
maximum moment and the methods of Reference 9, lhe spar caps were sized A li4-inch 
balsa wood spar cap with a layer of 3-ounce filx!rglass cloth was uscd 
2. VertiCil I Tail 
With the horiLOntal tail designed, the vertical tail design was simple The vertical 
lail size was driven by the fact the vertical lail had to support the horizontal tail To provide 
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a smooth Joining surface, a tip chord of 14 inche~ was o::hoscn. An NACA 0012 airfoil was 
a lso used for the vertical tail, To ensure a smooth connection with the supporting booms, 
a root chord ofapproximatdy 17 inches was required, This root and tip chord o::ombination 
corresponded with a leading edge sweep of 10 degrees The final design is presented in 
Figure 4.5 
Figure 4,5 Vertical Tail and Boom Assembly 
3. Tail Booms 
On either side of the propeller shroud arc tuhular supports The decision was made 
ea rly in the design to use these supJXlrts as moull ting points for the tail booms, This limited 
the maximum diameter for the tail booms, A number of commercially available alum inum 
booms were considered. The maximum horimntal tail load was used to size the booms 
rhe alWllinwn yield strength values were taken from Reference 1 I. Each boom needed to 
withstand 157 pounds Using this load, the maximum moment was determined and a spread 
sheet program was used to compare the weight and the yield strength of the candidate tubes 
[Ref 12], These results are presented in Figures 4,6 and 4.7. The table relating the 
configuration number to the actual size is given in Appendix E. Based on the analysis and 
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local (lva ii(lb iiity, a 2-inch diameter, O,065-inc h thick 6061-T6 alumi num tube was used for 
both booms 
8 . COl'iSTRUCTION 
For simplicity of COllstrucllon and exceptional strength, a foam/fiberg lass 
construction mcthod was llsed for the tail surfaces 
Weight of PossibJe Boo111s 
20 I----,-- ----------l 
"I rul ' I  I i ' I I  I i I ' I 
5 1 I , I 'I' I 
o I I ; I iLld 111,111 
t 2 31 5 (, 7 8 9 to 11 12 13 14 15 1G 17 
ConfigLlmr.ioll 
Figure 4.61300m Candidate We igh t Com parison 
1. Horizonta l Tail 
I-he horiwntal t(lil was cut from closed cell foam using a hot win: Airfoi l temrlatcs 
were mad.: from Form ica and attached to foam blocks of the desi red seill ispan , Then an 
e lectrical ly-heated wire was used to cut through the foam along the edge of til ", tcmpl<!te 
rhe resulti ng sections wert glued together using <! st ruc[ura l epo~y adhesive, 1\ pai r of 
vertical-tail-mounting itHer/:;cts was formen from ba lsa wood blocks. Slots were cut into 
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Stress on Booms 
rigure 4.7 Boom Candidate Yie ld Stress Comparison 
the tail and these int~rraees were glued into plae:.;. A groove was then cut to accommodate 
tile spar caps using a Dremc l Too l with a router altaci1m(:nt. The spar caps were tilen 
epoxied into place. lip sections were cut from balsa and glued into place. To provide a 
smooth surface for the fiberg lass, the im perfect ions were fill ed using viny l spackle . Thc 
sU lfacc was sanded and ' hen glassed us ing 6-ounce ribt:rglass Tilt: final horizontal tail is 
shown in Figurc 4.8 
2. Vertical h i! 
rhe v(:rtica l tai l construction technique was sim ilar to that ortht: horiwntal tail The 
foam sections were cut using a hot wire The roots were then sa ndeo in to lhe shape oft hl' 
booms to ensure a sinooth transit ion from the boom to the vertica l tali. The foam sections 
were then glued to the booms. To connect thc horizontal la il to the ve rtical tail , SOlll lO 
substantial structure uther than foam was required. I:la lsa tipS were fashioned and anchor 
nuts were placed inside the tips . These tips were then glued 10 the vertica l tails The 
assembly was then covered in 6-ounce glass To add to the struct ural strength, a 2-inch strip 
of carbCln tiber was laid up wet with lhe fibe rglass 
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An air vehicle from the cam;e1ed Army Aqui la program was modified to produce a 
payload carrier. The modifications involved designing and building both landing gear and 
an empennage. l be landing gear design consisted of determining the anticipated loads and 
designing a structLrre to withstand those loads. The construction process was comprised of 
building the required molds, forming necessary components and, where possible, adapting 
existing items for use in the landing gear. The empennage design consisted of determining 
the unmodified air vehicle stability characteristics, determining the desired stability 
characteristics, detennining the load acting on the empennage, and sizing the empennage to 
provide the desired characteristics and \\.1thstand the loads. The empennage construction 
process was comprised of cutting the required shapes, fashioning the required structural 




Although a large portion of the Blackbird modification has been completed, there 
still exist several issues which must be addressed prior to fl ight test ing Below is a list of 
items yct to be completed control surfaces, engine mounting, radio and servomotor 
installation. and taxi tests 
A. CONTROL SVR}'ACES 
The empennage control stufaees have already been sized They need to be cut fTOm 
the existing structure and have hinges attached. The elevator was original ly intended to be 
split into two sections, each controlled by a separate servo. This reduces the size of the 
required servo and adds a safety factor by introducing redundancy to the pitch control 
system. 
B. ENGThE MOUNTING 
Although the original Aquila engine is not available, there is an alternative The 
UAV FRL possesses similar engines whieh can be used. Tllese hila-stroke, two.cyJinder, air-
cooled 22-HP engines have bet:Il run and tested \".'ith other projects_ What is required is the 
design and manufacture of a proper engine mounting system similar to that used on the 
original airframe, and the fitting of available Aquila propellers to the driveshaft 
c. RAmO AND SERVO INSTALlATION 
The UA V FRL has several RC receivers and servos of difTerent sizes. MOWlting 
fittings need to be installed and the proper size servos put in place. It \'.'llS estimated that 114-
scale servos would suffice for the elevators and rudders. A larger servo is available for the 
nose wheel steering and brakes. Original Aquila devon servos are available but would have 
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to be adapted to interface vr'ith the RC receiver. The Aquila servos are analog and an 
analog-to-digital convener is required to allow the receiver to communicate with the servo. 
11 may be possible to use the original Aquila servos to control other functions as well. In 
addition to radio and servo mounting, an electrical system must be installed to support the 
RC system. The engines have small generators on them which could be uSt:d to continuously 
charge a series of batteries. The batteries could be placcd in the nose of the aircraft to 
eliminate the need for some of the ballast 
D. TAX! TESTS 
Prior to any flight tests, ta.xi tests should be perfonned. The initial tests should be 
conductcd without the engine operating to test the brakes and ground controls. Then, slow 
speed taxi tests should be performed to allow the operator to become familiar with the 
handling characteristics of the vehiclc. The natl.U1l! progression of testing would lead to high 
speed taxi tests and eventually to flight testing 
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APPENDIX A: l\lAIN LANDING GEAR LOAD CAJ,CULATlO]\"S 
The sink rate was used to determine the amount of energy to be absorbed by the 
landing gear using the following equation [Ref 4] 
where· 
WL is the landing weight in pounds. 200 lbs was used 
Ng is the landing gear load factor 
1"] , is the tire energy absorption efriciency. 
s, is the tire deflection. 
1"] , is the shock energy absorption factor. 
s, is the shock absorber deflection 
Using the following parameters 
yields 
landing weight = 200 lbs 
touchdown speed = 5 ftlsee 
nwnber of main struts = 2 
max static load per strut = tOO lbs 
gear load factor = 3 
Tire energy absorbtion efl"icieney = 0.47 Ref. 4, p54 
shock Energy absorbtion efficiency "" 0.50 Ref. 4, p54 
maximum allowed tire deflection - 0.17 ft 
required strut stroke " 0.10 fi 
landing energy of Ale = 77.711b-ft 
gear eneq,'}, absorbtion = 78.25 Ib-ft 
(AI) 
To estimate the thickness of the main landing gear strut, the strut was treated as a 
spring Jeaf strut The thickness was driven to provide the proper amount of strut stroke 






.1 = strut deflection at the axle under 2 g impact load 
W = aircraft weight, 200 Ibs for this design 
I =" distance from axle to strut mOWlting point 
E = modulus of elasticity 
I = moment of inertia for cross section '" width*thicknessJ112 
8 "" arctangent ( I I height of strut) 
The inputs were 
modulus of elasticity = 2,000,000 psi for fiberglass composite 
distance from wheel to pivot point = 8 in 
height of strut = 14.6 in 
width of cross section == 6 in 
thickness of cross section = 0.3 in 
moment of inertia of cross section = 0.0135 in4 
which yielded: 
strut deflection = 1.44 in or 0.12 ft 
This value of strut deflection is close to the desired value. Based on this estimate, a 
thickness of O.3-inches offibcrglass wcre used 
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APPENDIX B: FINITE ELEME:"iT ANALYSIS OF MAL 'I LAJ'I"DING GEAR 
The follo\'.ing!vlatlab code was used to estimate the deflection of the main landing 
gcar employing the methods of Reference 12. The main gear was divided into two sections 
and each section was analyzed separately_ Figure 8.1 defines the curved section with the 
applied maximum load and displacements defi ned. Figure B.2 defines the straight section 
with the applied maximum load and displacements defined 
~;;;::,;e : 
T 200 lbs, U 
______ -= __ (L~O~W~,~Di-sp~la~ce-m~"-")~~----~ 
Figure B. I Curved Section Model 
% l.andi ng Gear Finite Element Estimation 
% Curved Section 
beta ;, 9"pi/l 80; %radians 
r - 8; % inches 
E = 2000000; % psi Composite 
% cross section dimensions 
w - 4.5; % io 
t=.3;% in 
I=w*(t"3)l!2; 
a - beta - sin(beta); 
b = cos(hcta)+((sin(beta))A2)i2 -1 ; 
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c = 3*beta/2 - 2*sin(beta) + (sin(2*beta)/4; 
d = beta/2 - (sin(2*bcta»)l4; 
e =cos(beta)-l; 
K = [c b a; b d e; a e beta]; 
P = 200; % Ibs 
O=O;%lbs 
M = gOO; % in-lbs 
def "-' r2/(E*I)*K*[P*r; O*r; M] 
u - def(I) 
v = def(2) 
theta = def(3 )/r*1 80/pi 
Output 
v.ridth == 4.5 inches 
thickness = 03 inches 
deflections 
U== 0_0017 inches 
V= -0.03 15inches 
0= 2.8678 degrees liiil 
( II~O in-lbs, 0 
~ o lbs, V 
(Load, Displacement) 
Figure B-2 Straight Section Model 
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% Landing Gear Finite Element Estimation 
% Straight Section 
E = 2000000; % psi Composite 
% cross section dimensions 
w=3%in 
t=.3%in 
M = 800 % in-lbs 
def= K*[Y; ,\1] 
v = dcfO) 









V = 0.4481 inches 
e = 9.3371 degrees 
After superimposing the output values, it was apparent more structure ~~s requi red. 
To reduce the defieetions, a strut was added between the axle and mounting points. This 
strut appears on the final design 
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APPENDIX C: "1ATLAB CODE USr:D TO STZE HORIZO-"TAL TATL 
The follo wing code was used 10 generate Figures 4. 1 through 4.3. Reference 14 
methods were utilized. Note: Reference 14 information is included in Reference 9 
% John Stewart, Blackbird Project 
% HTm file to figure sensitivity 
% ofWnsp and zeta to horiz tail params 
% SPECrFlED DATA 
WTO= 200; 
\1=168.78; 
RHO =; 0.002377; 
SOS = 11 16.44; 
:-.1 = V/SOS; 
a = 2; 
mAvTO/32 .17; 
Ixx =7.66; 
Iyy ""' 16.23; 
Iu=22.9; 




%ft/s = IOOkts 
% slug/W'3 SSL 
% ftls speed of sound 
% MACH Number 
% deg Angle of attack 
% slug Mass 
% in'~4 Mass Moment of Inertia 
% inA 4 Mass Moment of Inertia 
% inA4 Mass Moment of Inert ia 
% inA4 Mass Moment ofInertia 
% gravity constant 
% WlND TUNI\'EL DATA [Ref 15J 
A = 4.40; % aspect ra tio 
b = 138.0/12; % ft wing span 
% ftA2 wing area 
% ft mean aerodynamic chord 
aO = -0.06; % deg zero lift aoa 
CLaWB = .8/10 ,01 * ISO/pi; % per radian 
CMOWB = .0 12; 
dCMdCL = -0.0475; 
coo = 0.037; 
1= 0.58; 
Lc4 = 25.196; 
% taper ratio 
% deg sweep angle qtr chord wing 
IC2 " atan(tan(28"piI180) 
Xcg = 1370; 
2/A *((1 -I)i(1 ·t-l))"180/pi; 
XacW = (138.36 - 130.295)/12; 
XW - ( J3IU6-Xcg)/12; 
% fuselage station 
% wing aerodynamic center 
% di s! trom ac to cg 
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% Calculate dynamic prcssure 
qbar = .5*RHO*V"2; % ft lbs 
% Initialize storage vectors 
ah= (] ; 
wn "" [j; 
z:eta "" []; 
ooefs=(]; 
% ** Begin Loop "'* 
forAH= 1:1:6 
for VH =.1 :.05: .9 
% HORlZONT AL TAlL 
XH = (208 -Xcg)l12; 
LlelI - O.O; 
LteH = 0.0; 
SH = VH*S*c/XH; 
bH = sqr/(AH*SH); 
% ft dist from horiz ac and cg 
% dcg sweep angle leading edge horiz tail 
% deg sweep angle of trailing edge horiz tail 
CtH = SWbH - (bHJ4*(tan(LleH*piJ180j+tan(LteH*pi/1 80))); 
CrH = CtH + bHJ2*(tan(LleH*piJJ80)-tan(LteH*pilI80» ; 
lH = CtHlCrH; % horiz tail ta}ler ratio 
Lc2H = atan(tan(LleH*piJI80) - 2/AH*«I-IH)/(1 +IH»)*180/pi; 
Lc4H " atan(tan(LleH*pilI80) - lIAH*«(l-IH)/(l +IH»)*180fpi; 
XacH '" (208- 130.295)/12; % ft dist from cf4 wing to cf4 horiz tail 
ZH = 191 12; % ft vert dist of horiz tall from 'Ning 
KA= l/A -1/(1+A"1.7); 
Kl =(10 - 3*1)/7; 
KH >: ( I -ZHIb)/(2*XHIb)"(J/3); 
deda = 4.444*(KA*Kl*KH*(cos(Lc4*piIl80)"(O.S»)"1 .19; % downwa~h 
etaH= 1.0 ; %horiztaildynpressratio 




B ~ (I-M'2)"(.5); 
CLaH = 2*pi*AH/(2+(AH"2*W\2il *( 1+(tan(Lc2H*pi/lSO»)"2IB"2)+4)"(.5»; % per radian 
eLa = CLaWE - ClaH*ctaH*SHIS*(l-deda); % Per radian 
CL = WTO/(.5*RHO*V"2'"S); 
CD - COO + CU-2/(pj"'A*.85); 
CMaWR = dCMdCL *CLaW13; 
CMa '"' CMa 1,1·/13; 
CLqW ~ (AT 2*cos(Lc4*pi/ lSO»/(A *8 + 2*cos(Lc4*pi/180»*(.5+ 2"XW!c)*CLaWB; 
CLqI-I ~ 2*CLaWetaH*VlI; 
CLq = CLqW + CLqH; 
K=O.7; %F1G5 .1 Ref14 
CMqW110 "" 
-K*CLaWB*cos(Lc4*piJ180),*(A*(2*(XW/c),,2+YXW/c)/(A+2*cos(Lc4"'pil I80»;-A"3 
*(tan(Lc4 *piI180»)"2/(24 *(A+6*cos(Lc4 *pil1 SO»)+ liS); 
CMqW= 
CMqWMO*«N'3*(tan(Lc4 *piI180»"2/(A ·B-r6*co~Lc4*pi/180»)+ 3/13)!«A '-'3*(tan(Lc4 
"pi/ 180»),,2i(A;-6*cos(Lc4*pi/180»)+ 3); 
CMqH = -2*CLaH*etaH*VH*Xlilc; 
CMq = CMqW+CMqH; 
COa = 2"'CL *CLai(pi*A ·_85) ~ 
CDad = 0 ; 
CDU~ O; 
CL U = (M"2)/Cl-MA2)*CL; 
CDq = 0; 
CDad = 0; 
CLad = 2*CLaH*ttaH*VH*dcda; 
CMad =-2*CLaH*ctaH*VH*XHlc*deda; 
% Calculate Dimensional Derivatives 
Za = -l*CCLa-i CD)*qbar*$/m; % ftlsec"2 
Ma = CMa*qbar*S*c!lyy; % IIscc"2 
tv[ad - CMad*(c!(2*V»*qbar*S*c/Iyy % lIsee 
Mq = CMq*(c/(2*V»*qbar*S*c/Jyy; % J/sec 
Wnsp - (Za*MqN - Ma)"(O_5)~ % Short Period approximation 
Zetasp = -(Mq + ZaJV + Mad)/(2*Wnsp); % Short Period approximation 
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ah = (ah; AH VH bH SH CrH CtH]; 
wn " [wn; Wnsp); 
zeta = [zeta;Zetasp] ; 
coefs=[ coefs;AH VH CLaH CLa CMa CMq Clad CMad Za Ma Mad Mq]; 
end 
,"d 
% plot for each aspect ratio 
whitebg 
figure(l) 
plot(wn( l : 17), ah(l: 17,2);r') 
hold on 
plot(wn( 18:34), ah( 18:34,2),'g') 
plot(wn(35:51), ah(35:51,2),'b') 
plot( \\>11(52:68), ah(52:68,2),'--r') 
pIOt(wn(69:85), ah(69:85,2),'--g') 
plot(wn(86: 102), ah(86:102,2),'--b') 
hold off 
grid 
title('Natural Frequency vs Tail Volwne') 
xlabel('Undamped Natural Frequency) 







%gtext('LE Sweep = 0 deg') 
figure(2) 
plot(zeta(I :17),ah(1 :17,2),'r') 
hold on 
plot(zeta( 18:34), ah( 18:34,2),'g') 
plot(zeta(35:51 ), ah(35:5I,2),'b') 
plot(zeta(52:68), ah(52:68,2),'--r') 
plot(zeta(69:85), ah(69:85 ,2),'--g') 
plot(zeta(86: I 02), ah(86: I02,2),'--b') 
hold off 
title('Damping Ratio vs Tail Volume') 
xlabel('Damping Ratio') 









%gtext('LE Sweep = 0 deg' ) 
figure(3) 
plot(ah(l: 17,6), ah(1:17,2),'r') 
hold on 
plot(ah( 18:34,6), ah(18:34,2),'g') 
plot(ah(3S:S1 ,6), ah(3S:S1 ,2),'b') 
plot(ah(S2:68,6), ah(S2:68,2),'--r') 
plot(ah(69:8S,6), ah(69:8S,2),' --g') 
plot(ah(86: 102,6), ah(86:102,2),'--b') 
hold off 
title('Horiwntal Tail Tip Chord vs Tail Volume) 
xlabel(,Horizontal Tail Tip Chord, ft') 








%gtext(1..E Swt:ep = 0 deg') 
figure(4) 
plot(ah(1 :17,S), ah(I :17,2),'r') 
hold on 




piot(ah(86:102,5), ah(86: 102,2l,'--b') 
hold off 
titlc('Horiwntai Tail Root Chord vs Tail Volume') 
xlabel(,Horizontal Tail Root Chord, ft') 









%gtext('LE Sweep = 0 deg') 
figure(S) 
plot(ah(l: 17,3), ah(1:17,2),'r') 
hold on 
plot(ah(J 8:34,3), ah(18:34,2);g') 
plot(ah(35:S J,3), ah(35:Sl ,2), 'b') 
plot(ah(S2:68,3), ah(S2:68,2),'--r') 
plot(ah(69 :8S,3), ah(69:85 ,2),'--g') 
plot(ah(86: 1 02 ,3), ah(86: 1 02,2),'--b') 
hold off 
title('Horizontal Tail Span vs Tail Volume') 
xlabel('Horizontal Tail Span, ft') 














%b>1ext('A~ ' ) 
%gtext('LE Sweep = 0 dcg') 
nalpha = qbar*S"CLa/WTO % g'$ per radian 
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APPENDIX D: DlGHAL DATCOi\'1 ANALYSIS 
The Blackbird data was entered into the Digital Datcom using the format given in 
Reference 8, The input and output files arc given below 
The program dOt:s not allow for the input of two vertical mils To compensatc for 
two vertical tails, a singk tail was input using 80 percent of the total area. The 80 
percent total area accounts for possible interference between the two tails 
rhe cruise flight condition of 100 knots velocity was used. To enhance the 
accuracy of the output, act ual wind tunnel test data for the wing-body assembly was 
taken fro m Reference 15 and incorporated into the input filt: 
• USAFS"j'ABUJTY AND CONTROL D1GITALDATCOM 
• PROGRAM REV JAN 91 DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: ~ 
• WRIGHT LABORATORY (WLfflGC) A1TN: W BLAKE • 
• \VRtGjITPATlI':RSONAFB, OI0045433 • 
: .. ~~?~:Rl:!.:::-~.7.6.~' •. :~5;;;]}:.8.-:~;:".: ..... . 
1 CONERR- TNPlJf ERROR OlECIQ'JG 
o ERROR CODES· N* DENOTES THE NUMBER OF OCCVRENCES OF EACH ERROR 
o A· UNKNOW!\ VARiABLE 1\,,-,\.1£ 
o B - MJSSLNG EQUAL SIGX' F01"LOWING V ARlAJlLE r.,-.>\ME 
o C - NON-ARRAY VARlABLE HAS ~'i ARRAY ELEI>1£NT DESIGNATION (N) 
o D - NON-ARRAY VARIABLE HAS MUL TII'LE VALUES A.sSIGX'ED 
o E _ ASSJGt-'ED VALUES EXCEED ARRAY DTh1£NSION 
OF- SYNTAX ERROR 




IL"'F ~ 518,69, 
NALPHA=14,. 









































~EXPROI CLA'.¥lJ( Ija{) .0799,Cf.,{A W8(1)=-0.0030I, 
CDWS( 1)=.0442,,0385,.0375,,0391 ,.0443,.0536,,06 75 ,.0845,.1068,.1 342,. 1730,,2 18 
CLWII(lj=·,278,-.11 8,.053 .. 193,.364,.51 5, ,66I,,811 ,,953, 1.072,1 ,194,1.264,1 ,327 







































CASElD AQUILA WL'\G-BODY AND EMP.ENNAGE .35c .ELEVATOR, 100 'ds 
NEXTCAS£ 
































SEXPRO\ CLAWB(I)-(l,0799,CMA\VB( \)~-O , OO30I, 
CDWfI(I)=,0442,OJB5,,0375, ,0391,0443,.0536,.0675.0&45,106l!,1342,.1730, ,218 
CLWB(l }=-,278,-, 118, 053" 193,.3&4,,515,.6()1, .811,.953,1.072,L \94,1.264,1 ,327 






































CASEID AQUiLA WL'<G-BODY ..... ,'U EMPENNAGE .35c ELEVATOR, 100 kts 
NEXT CASE 
50 
o INPUT DlMENS10\"S ARE iN iN, SCALE F AClOR IS 1.0000 
AUTOMATED STABrLlTY A.l\,TI CONrROL METHODS PER APRTI. 1976 VERSIo.N o.F DATCo.M 
WING SECTION DFFlNITION 
IDEAL A_"GLE o.F ATTACK - 0.80042 DEG 
ZERo.Lfr, AK'GLE o.F ATTACK '" -2 .33364 DEG 
IDEAL LIFT COEFFICIENT = 0.36873 
ZERO un PITCHL"JG Mo.MENT COEFFlCIENT * -0 05944 
MACH ZERO utT-CURVE-SLOPF ~ 0,11440IDFG 
LEADiNG EDGE RADIUS • 000000 FRACTION CHo.RD 
MAXIMlF.\1 AIRFo.il.. TI-IlCK..'lJESS - ' 0 1 ~ooo FR ..... CTIo.N CHo.RD 
DELrA-Y = 6.66591 /'ERCEI\'T CHORD 
o MACH"0 1 510LIFT-CURVE-SLo.PE~ 0,11507IDEG XAC .. 0.13305 
AUTo.I-'L>\TED STABILITY A-"<O CO"TKOL \'fETHODS /'ER APRTI" 1976 VERSIONo.F DATCO:--'1 
HORlzo.NT AL TAil.. SECTION DEFD<ITIo.N 
IDEAL ANGLE OF ATTACK ~ 000000 DEG 
ZERO LIFT ANGl.E OF ATTACK = 000000 DEG 
IDEAL LIFJ COEFFICIENT ~ 000000 
ZERO LIFT PITCHlNG MOMEt-, COEFFICIENT = 0.00000 
_\1ACH ZERO. l.IFT-CURVE·SLOPE - 0 11054 IDEG 
LEADING EDGE RADIUS .. 000000 FR.>\CTION CHORD 
MAXThfUM AIRFOil.. TI-IlCK!,-;TSS = 0 12000 FRACTION CHORD 
DEl.TA·Y = 533297 PERCFI\'T CHORD 
o MACH- 0,1510LIFT·CURVJ:;-SLo.PE~ 011 140IDEG XAC ·- 0,24012 
AlTTO/'o.-JATED STABILITY A.!'-m CONTROL METIIODS PER APRil.. 1976 VJ:;RSIO::--:I OF DATCo.M 
VEKI1CAL TAIL SECTION DEflNlTION 
IDEALANGLEo.FATTACK ~ OOOOOODEG 
ZEltOLlFTANGJ.EOfATTACK = OOOOOODFG 
IDEAL L1f'T COEH'lCIENr = 0,00000 
ZERO LIFT PITCHING Mo.MENT COEFFlCIENT - 000000 
LEADiNG EDGE RADIUS - 0,00000 FRACTION CHORD 
MAXIMUM AIRFOfL THlCKNESS = 0.12000 FRACTION CHORD 
DElTA.Y = 5.33265 P£RCENTCHORD 
!'>iACH- 0.1510 LIFT-CURVE·SLOPE - 0. 11170IDEG XAC = 0.239&8 
51 
AUTOMATEO STABil.lTY AND CONTROL METHODS PER APRlL 1976 VF:RSION Of DATCO.\{ 
CHARACTERISTICS AT ANGLE OF ATrACK A,\O IN SIDESLIP 
WING-BODY-VERTICAL TAlL-HORlZo.r-rrAL TAlL CONFIGURAT[ON 
AQUfLA WN"G-BODY AND EMPENNAGE .35c ELEVATOR. 100 kts 
-- FLIGHT COI\'DfrlONS -- -- ------ REFERENCE OIMENSIONS --
Jl..1ACH ALl VEL PRESS TEMP RfYN REF REF LEN MOM REF. CENTER 
No AREA LONG. LAT. HORIZ VERT 
INiSEC LB/IN' DEG R 11FT IW · 2 IN IN 
2022,82 14,7 518,69 1067500 434R,8 32,26 138 137 0 
- ----- ---DER1VATIVE (P'ER RADIM') 
CD CL CN CA XCP C!\tA CVB CNB 
_4 ,1 
-0,31 -0,315 0,027 4,772 ~O " 0.02624 
·2.2 -0.15 -0,147 0,037 ·0.53 -0.56 -0,0099 
0,041 003 0.032 1.837 
" 
0,042 0,178 0.[79 0.036 0,188 4.634 -0.66 
38 0,047 0.357 0,023 003 4.811 -0 ,65 
" 
0,511 .0.0l ·0,67 -0.1542 
78 0,663 -0,04 0,666 -0 ,71 -0,188 
0,824 .0,76 -0.2223 
.0,09 .0,1 ) ,988 .0,13 -0.2549 
13.8 -0.123 -0,1 3,733 -0.283 
0.187 1.233 -0.157 -0,12 
0.238 1318 -0.177 0,14 20.47 
19,9 0.206 131 1384 -0.2S1 0,947 19,53 
21.9 017 U956 0,959 1.247 











13 ,8 10,193 0,297 
, 10.655 0,058 
, 10.431 
9.431 
O·NOTP OUTPUr REFLECTS EXPERIMENTAL 
OA'fAINPUTS 
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AUTOl>lATED STABllJTY AND CONTROL METHODS PER APRIL 1976 VER'sJON OF DA TCOM 
CHARACTERISTICS AT l\,.-':Gl E OF A1TACK Ar-.'D IN SIDESLIP 
WING-BODY·VERTICAL TAIL,..HORIZOr-.'AL TAIL CO:--"FIGURAllON 
AQUILA WING-BODY AND EMPENNAGE , J~~ ELEVATOR, 100 k.ts 
____ FLlGHT CONDITIONS -- --. REfERENCE DllvIENSIOl'>S __ 
i\L .. CH AU VEL PRESS TLVlP REYN REF REF LEN MO~I REF, CE~lER 
NVi\j No ARE." LONG. LAT HORlZ VERT 
INiSEC I.B/IN' DEG R lfFr 1.. ..... 2 IN IN IN 
2022,82 14,7 518.69 J0675004348 ,8 32.26 \38 ° 
DYNA,WC DERIV A llVES (PER RADIAN) 
---· -· PITCHTNG.--- -----ACCELERAllON--- ------------ --ROLLING---- --·----YAV,'ING---









•• ~ VEHIClE \VElGlff ~ 200,00 LR 
-D09 
-2 ,065 
u_ LEVEL FLIGtIT UFT COEFFTC!£r.tr = 0 )9602 
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-------- INCREMENTS DUF. TO DEFLECTION------ - ---OERlVATIVES (PER DEGREE)---
DELTA O(CL) D(C M) D(CL MAX) D(CD MIN) (CLA)D (CH)A (C H)D 
-0,0 1 
" 
0.04 O.CI02 -0,0 1 
IS 0079 00<> 0.0<>< NDM -0,01 
0.085 0.006 NO~I -0,01 
-0.03 0.001 NOM -0,01 
-006 0.04 -001 
00<> 0.0<>< NDM -0 ,0 1 
.0,09 ND~f 
o u, NOTE' HINGE MOll-reNT DERIVATIVES ARE BASED ON TWICE TIfE AREA-MOMEl\i OF 
TIlE CONTROL ABOUT ITS HINGE LIl\"E 
















15.0 20.0 _5,0 




0,0036 0,00 1 
0,004 1 0 0,0017 
0,0047 0,00 12 
0.0055 
0.0064 
0,0 12 -0.002 -0.003 
0,014 -0003 -0.004 
0,016 









THE FOLLOVlIN"G IS A UST OF AU. J}.'PliT CARDS FOR THIS CASE 
o 









At the design weight and design cruise condition, the following values ",,-ere extracted 



















( I, 0.09311 
lable D, I CrUIse DIgItal Datcom Data 
This data was compared to the result~ /Tom the methods ofRcfcrence 14. There arc 
discrepancies between the two ~ets or data. Sinee both sets of data are based on till: same 
method, further analysi~ i~ required, which is beyond the ~copc ofthi~ project 
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APPEN.DlX E~ TAlL .BOOM CONFIGUR<\.T!ONS 
The following data were taken from Reference 12 with somt: modifications The 
yield was calculatcd on a spreadshcet using 
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